ABSTRACT Formal verification is a process to ensure that the business process model and notation (BPMN) design model is free of deadlock, livelock, and other undesirable properties that can cause a system crash. Formal verification is a complicated procedure involving model abstraction and model checking tools used for property checking. There are several existing transformation techniques that yield an abstract model, but the data perspective is not considered. These techniques are also inappropriate for the large-scale BPMN design model. An automated transformation can reduce the flaws, time consumption, and complexity of the large-scale BPMN design model. This paper proposes a transformation technique and provides a framework for transforming the BPMN design models into colored Petri nets (CPNs). Our techniques cover both the control-flow and data-flow perspectives. The partitioning technique of the BPMN design model is applied to reduce the complexity and leads to a CPN model that can support the hierarchical and compositional verification techniques that are suitable for the large-scale BPMN design models. The proposed transformation has been implemented as a transformation framework and is able to consistently transform the BPMN design models into CPN models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [1] is one of the popular standardized notations for software process modeling. A BPMN design model illustrates the overall control flow and data flow within a software process model. It consists of various elements such as activities, gateways, sub-processes, data objects, sequence flows, messages and pools. These elements can be used to describe more sophisticated behaviors, and the execution of activity relies on specifying the input data and output data objects. The control flow in the BPMN design model depends on various activities, and is also related to the gateways and guard condition expressions associated with data objects. The specified details may cause concurrency and distribution, which are challenges in the verification process. Thus, the designers have to ensure that their own models meet the requirements of the desirable properties before the implementation.
Since the BPMN design model is drawn from the requirement specifications, various data types and data objects associated with many participants can make the model more complicated. The BPMN design model is transformed into an abstract model, and the size of an abstract model may affect the capability of the model checking tool and face a state space explosion problem [2] . There are several techniques to reduce these problems in the process of model checking such as simplifying the abstract model by using a higher abstraction or re-arranging the abstract model by using hierarchical constructs [3] , [4] .
Formal verification using CPN has become a viable option to ensure the correctness of concurrent and distributing process design. It is an appropriate tool for BPMN verification because it helps the designer model and analyze large systems and enables hierarchical verification. In the verification procedures, the modelers will first define the verification scopes and design an abstraction model. Manual abstraction may consume more time because of the difference between the BPMN and CPN language. This task is bothersome for designers who are not familiar with CPN language. For these reasons, many researchers [5] - [11] have proposed techniques and frameworks supporting the BPMN transformation and verification. To make BPMN verification easier, this paper provides transformation techniques for the BPMN design model transformation into the CPN abstract model using an automatic framework to reduce the flaws in the design time and spend less time on modeling an abstract model. Before transforming the model, the BPMN design model partitioning technique is applied to divide BPMN design model into sub-models named BPMN partitions. Not only does this technique reduce the model complexity, but the divided partitions can also be automated into CPN pages supporting hierarchical verification. We have developed a CPN-based application that is called a Colored Petri Net for BPMN design (CP4BPMN) to illustrate our transformation techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section II describes the background of the BPMN and the verification procedures. Section III discusses the approach proposed. Section IV is an illustration of our implementation with case studies along with the results of experiments. Section V is the related research, and the study's conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND A. FORMAL VERIFICATION USING MODEL CHECKING
A model checking [27] is a formal method that has been used for detecting errors in hardware and software design. The modelers need to model an abstract model from the system requirements or specifications and use the model checking tools to check if it possesses particular desirable properties to prevent erroneous behaviors. The main verification procedures can be grouped into five steps as follows:
1) DEFINITION OF THE SCOPE AND BOUNDARY OF THE VERIFICATION
The objectives of the verification must be initially established, and the modelers have to define the verification scope, which relates to the formal language used for creating the abstract model and the use of model checking tools as well as the desirable properties and how to check them.
2) HOW TO MODEL THE ABSTRACT MODEL
The abstract models can be created by mimicking existing specifications, system requirements, design documents or real applications. They must be written in a formal language such as Petri net, CPN, or Promela and will then be verified by the model checking tools.
3) PROPERTY FORMALIZATION
To prove the model properties, to the model must be formalized in temporal logic [12] which is used for specifying and reasoning about propositions in terms of time. Temporal logics includes Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), Computation Tree Logic (CTL) and CTL * . The properties written in temporal logics will be used in a model checking tool to find the desirable states.
4) MODEL CHECKING BY USING MODEL CHECKING TOOL
To verify the desirable properties, the model checking tool must check if the model is good or not. The inputs of the model checking tool are the abstract models and the formalized properties. There are many popular model checking tools for model verification such as CPN tools [27] , SPIN [13] , and NuSMV [14] . Generally, there are two modes that can be activated in a model checking tool, Simulation and Verification. The simulation mode works under a particular control action or a particular scenario, whereas the verification mode works at all reachable states and state changes of the system.
5) RESULT INTERPRETATION
After checking the properties by using the model checking tool, the modelers need to determine if there are any errors. They need to perform manual analysis to see if there are any issues found in the counterexample that will come up if the properties are not right. The errors are probably caused by mistakes in the abstract model, incorrect property expression or incorrect specification. These parts have to be refined, and the model checking phase has to be re-executed. On the other hand, the tool will report that the properties are true if there are not any issues.
B. BUSINESS PROCESS MODEL AND NOTATION
BPMN was invented by the Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI) and was maintained by the Object Management Group in 2005. It is a graphical standard notation used for describing a business procedural logic, business process or workflow. In software development, the BPMN design model is a design model that bridges the communication gaps among developers. The core subset of BPMN elements [1] can be categorized into main four groups shown in Figure 1 .
1) FLOW ELEMENTS
the flow elements are used for describing the activities in the process. The flow elements are divided into three groups, which are Events, Tasks and Gateways. The events are the occurrences of something that can trigger one or another activity. The Start event is used for representing the starting point of the process, while the End event represents the termination point. We can use the intermediate event in specific cases. For example, the Time event is used for describing a discrete time system, and the Error event is used for describing an error. Both time and error events may occur during an execution, while the activity elements represent the unit of work to be performed within a process. There are seven types of task elements, in addition to Task (undefined type): Service task, Send task, Receive task, User task, Manual task, Business rule task and Script task. The task data are defined through the attribute properties of a task. In case of a complicated process, we can reduce the complexity of the models by partitioning a process as the Sub-processes or Submodules, called the compound activity.
The gateway elements show a control flow of the branch or the joint of the sequence flows. There are two groups of gateways, Data-based gateways and Event-based gateways. The data-based gateway is the alternative sequence flows that are evaluated based on the data. The guard conditions of a gateway are predicates of the necessary conditions for executing the state transitions of a task or an event. The event-based gateway is evaluated based on the events. There are five gateway types, which are Exclusive, Inclusive, Parallel, Event-based, and Complex, for representing divergent or convergent behaviors. To diverge a sequence flow, when the execution arrives at a gateway, the guard conditions on the sequence flow are evaluated for branching the sequence flows. In another note to converge the sequence flow, the gateway acts as a joint for synchronizing the sequence flows.
2) CONNECTING ELEMENTS consist of three elements, which are Sequence flow, Message flow, and Association. A sequence flow is used to link two elements and shows the execution order. A sequence flow that has conditions is called a Conditional flow. It is used for defining the alternative paths of a gateway. In the case that there are more participants, the communication between them is represented using a Message flow, which is Send or Receive, while Association is used to show a data object's relation with a task.
3) ARTIFACTS
refer to four main elements, which are Input data, Output data, Groups and Annotations. The input data contain the mandatory data for the task processing, and data outputs contain the outcomes of the task processing. These elements comprise the sequence of variables, data type, data length, and initial value, and these properties are declared in the Item definition.
The Group is used for categorizing flow objects, while the Annotation is just additional information for the readers that does not affect the process execution.
4) THE SWIM-LANES AND POOLS
A pool is a container of the process. It is used to organize and categorize the process by participants, while a swim-lane is a sub-partition within a pool.
We can use the BPMN to design many types of diagrams such as a process, collaboration, or conversation diagram. This paper focuses on the design of a process diagram and collaboration diagram, in which the pool references a process. The process diagram is a design process of a single participant, while the collaboration diagram is a process with multiple participants partitioned by the pools. The interactions among the participants are actually the messaging communication, which is called the message flows.
C. PETRI NET AND COLORED PETRI NET
Petri net or PT net is one of the prominent mathematical modeling languages used for describing a distributed system, concurrent system and parallel system. Petri net is traditionally divided into low-level Nets and high-level Nets.
Petri net [15] is a low-level Net that is commonly known as the classical Petri net or Place Transition net. The core components of the Petri net consist of Places, Transitions and Arcs. A place is represented as a circle, and a transition is shown as a square. Places and transitions are connected with a directed arc. A place is responsible for containing tokens represented by a black dot. The distribution of tokens over places is called transition firing, and it represents the change of state. The transition firing shows up when the number of tokens on the input places are sufficient, so that the transition is then enabled. Next, these tokens are consumed by such transitions, after which the transition will fire the tokens to the output places via the arcs depending on the weight and inscription. Figure 2 declarations and data value manipulation. CPN aims to help on the practice of a complex system because it allows the modelers to perform the construction of compact and parameterized models. The CPN also supports the hierarchical structure design. The advantages of CPN are that the modelers can declare primitive data types called Color sets for addressing the data associated with tokens, place constraints, and arc inscriptions. Modelers are also able to define the type of places and tokens containing values called Token colors, which is either the place type or token color reference to the color set. The tokens are used for keeping up to date with the data object.
CPN Tools [16] are CPN-based tools for editing, simulating, and analyzing a CPN model. CPN tools provide the primitives for the description of the synchronization of concurrent processes. CPN tools use CPN ML language for the definition of data types and the manipulation of data values.
The state of CPN models is called a marking, which is the number of the tokens distributed on the individual places in a discrete event. The first state is generated from the token initialization called the Initial marking, and the subsequent states are derived from the transition firing of a previous marking. Figure 3 . shows a CPN model of a simple protocol representing the transportation of a data package over a network. Six data packages (tokens) on the place Packages to Send will be transmitted to the receiver side at the place Packages Received. Each token on a place has the data values, and its data type matches with the color set of the place. For example, the token 1' (1, ''col'') in the brackets is the data values of the token, with 1 and col referring to the data type of the place Package to Send (NOxDATA) by the value ''1'' referring to the color set NO, which is the primitive type Integer. While the value ''col'' refers to the color set DATA, which is the primitive type String. The initial marking of the model is represented in {M 0 } that has six tokens on the place Package to send and one token on the place Next send. The next FIGURE 3. Example of a CPN model [13] .
marking is represented in {M 1 } that has five tokens on the place Package to send and one token on the place A. This situation is that the token 1' (1, ''col'') on the places Package to send and the token 1' 1 on the place Next send are consumed by the transition Send Package, and then the transition Send Package fires these tokens to place A. Transition firing is concerned with an arc inscription with the data objects (n, d) and n on the input arcs of the transition. This means that the value 1 is passed to the variable n, and the value ''col'' is passed to the variable d. Then, these values are passed through the data objects (n, d) on the output arc inscription as well.
III. METHODOLOGY
The intention of this section is to describe the BPMN design model transformation techniques. We provide a formal definition for the BPMN process and CPN model as Definitions 1 to 6 to show the model elements and their relationship as follows.
Definition 1 (Ordinary BPMN Process): An ordinary BPMN process is a tuple
N is a finite set of nodes.
A is a set of tasks, I D is a set of item definitions. It is a variable collection and data structure used in the BPMN process.
D I is a set of input data of a task. 
Q is a set hierarchical BPMN processes. P L is a set of pools. fP M is a mapping functions used to indicate the pool of BPMN process,
M G is a set of messages. fV I is a mapping function used to indicate the variables in a message, input data or output data,
fM F is a mapping function used to indicate the message attached on a message flow, fM F :
It is a sequence of flow elements n(1), n(2), . . . , n(i) with n(x) ∈ N such that, for 0 < x < i, (n(x), n(x+1)) ∈ F. The anc and suc function: N −→ 2 N that give the ancestor and successor nodes;
The input and output sets of node n are given by
The pairwise function used to indicate the pair of gateway n given by pair(n)={g
P P is a set of places. T T is a set of transitions such that
is finite set of color sets. V V is a finite set of typed variables such that Type(vv) ∈ for all variables vv ∈ V V . fC C is a color set function used to assign a color set to each place, fC C : P P → .
fG G is a guard labeling function used to assign a guard to each transition, fG G : T T → conditional expression and Type(fG G (tt)) = boolean such that tt ∈ T T . fE A is an arc expression function used to assign an arc expression to each arc, fE A : A A → arc expression such that Type(fE A (aa)) = fC C (pp) where p is the place connected to the arc aa. The arc expression may be a list of variables or conditional expressions along with the lists of variables.
fI I is an initialization function used to assign an initialization expression (initial marking) to each place, fI I : P P → init expression such that Type(fI I (pp)) = fC C (pp) for all places pp ∈ P P .
A. BPMN DESIGN MODEL PARTITIONING
The BPMN design model is partitioned into BPMN partitions by using the analysis of pools, Sub-processes elements and Gateway pairwise. We group the nodes in the directed graph of BPMN process into three types: 1) Function node is the node derived from the Task, Event or Sub-process element. 2) Divergent node is the node derived from divergent gateway elements. 3) Convergent node is the node derived from convergent gateway elements.
The directed graphs of BPMN processes are retrieved underlying the idea of the graph traversal and partitioned by applying the structural decomposition technique [18] . The gateway pairwise is that a node can be matched with a previous node by the node constraints that both nodes must have same gateway type and a divergent gateway must match with a convergent gateway. If a gateway pairwise is found, all elements between this pair are labeled with the same partition number. The pattern of a sub-model relies on the pattern of the BPMN execution path. There are six patterns of partition derived from the decomposition of the BPMN directed graph: Sequence, If-then, If-then-else or Parallel, Repeat-until, While-do and Do-while-do as shown in Figure 4 .
Algorithm 1 illustrates the BPMN partitioning procedure. Since we identify the BPMN partitions by using gateway pairwise analysis, the number of the divergent gateways must be equal to the convergent gateways. Line number 3 is to check whether the type of BPMN design model is the process VOLUME 6, 2018 diagram or collaboration diagram. If the type of BPMN design model is a process diagram, the number of pools is setup to 1. Line numbers 5 to 26 are this iterative loop depending on the number of pools. It means that the BPMN design model is first partitioned by pools. Then, the function and divergent and convergent nodes in such pool will be retrieved as variable n and labelled with the partition number by {n, par_id}. SG is the element list for collecting and controlling the queue of node consideration. The initial node is being considered with the start element Es. On the line number 10 to 12, if the node is a gateway but it is not the pairwise of the previous gateway nodes, the partition number will be increased and the node will be labelled with such number. On the other hand, if node type is gateway and can also be paired with previous gateways, the partition number is equal to the partition number of its pair. Then, the partition number will be increased after the node is labelled. In case of the Function node being the BPMN Sub-process, the partition number is created, and all nodes in such a sub-process are retrieved and labelled by the same algorithm. On line numbers 22 to 24, the next nodes are retrieved into the list, and the current node is removed from the list. Then, the node labelled with the partition number is added into a set of Hierarchical Business Process (HBP), and the HBP is returned in the last statement.
We do not re-consider the complexity of each result partition. Thus, the size of the BPMN partitions may become large. However, the modelers can re-define the partitions after transforming them into a CPN model by using the re-partitioning of an abstract model. Figure 5 . illustrates the BPMN design model that was partitioned as the BPMN partitions by using the algorithm listed in Algorithm 1. The model is the representation of a part of an inventory management design model. Suppose that the partition number starts with M1. The start node S1 is retrieved first following task T1. The gateway G1 that is a divergent event-based gateway is retrieved, but at that moment G1 does not match with nodes S1 and T1. Thus, nodes S1 and T1 are labelled with the partition number M1, and then the partition number will be increased to M2. After that, nodes T2 and T3 will be retrieved before the gateway G2 which is the convergent event-based gateway. The gateway G2 is the pairwise of the gateway G1 because they have same gateway type and the divergent gateway matching with the convergent gateway, thus nodse G1, T2, T3 and G2 are labelled with same partition number M2. This example shows that partitions M1 and M3 are derived from Sequential pattern while M2 comes from the If-then-else pattern. 
B. BPMN DESIGN MODEL TRANFORMING
The model transformation is the continuous state of the partitioning state. We formally define the transformation rules used for producing the CPN constructs and CPN ML [16] declarations corresponding to standard BPMN 2.0. The relationships between a BPMN element and CPN element are illustrated in term of both the formal definition of mapping [28] and the structural delineation as follows.
Rule No. 1 (Item Definition Transformation): Generally, the variables in the BPMN design model and XSD file were declared in Data Item Definition. All data item definitions will be imitated into CPN color sets and variables declared in CPN ML. They will be used for determining the place type, and the declared variables will be used for passing values in the CPN model.
Rule No. 2 (Event Transformation):
The Input set and Output set of events may only be the data derived from Data Item Definition or Message. It cannot be the Input data object and Output data object because they cannot be used with Event elements. The Input set and Output set defined in the event property will be used for creating the color sets to determine the type of places. To transform a Start event, the CPN Input place requires the place type that allows the designers to define the initial marking. Thus, we create the input place and set up its data type coming in its Input set. Figure 6 illustrates the start event mapping, supposing that the input set of start event is the data item composed of integer variable a and string variable b. Thus, the color set of the CPN input place is a product type between variables a and b (Type_di), which is the production type of String x Int. Variables a and b will be used for passing values from an input place (p_init) to output place p1 via the inscription on the input arcs, for which the transition T_start represents the occurring start event. The place p1 represents the start event that has been activated already, and variables a and b on the output arc are variables derived from the output set. Whereas the transformation of the End event is similar to that of a Start event. We transform an Intermediate Event by dividing its action into two transitions to show an input data reading and an output data writing. The first state is that the execution arrives at the intermediate event, and then the intermediate event reads an input data and writes an output data respectively. The color set of the input place is created corresponding to its input set and output set.
Rule No. 3 (Task Transformation):
In BPMN design model, the input and output sets of the task are defined via the task's properties. The input set is possibly the Input Data object, Message, or the common data declared in the Data Item definition. Each variable in the input set passed to the task is declared by the Input data mapping. To model CPN constructs from task, the sequence flow and data elements associated with the task are transformed into CPN constructs. All input sets involved in the task are initially imitated into the color sets and variables already by the first rule. The action of the task is partitioned into two actions, such as the actions of the intermediate event (reading and writing). Figure 7 . shows an example of the transformation rule of a BPMN task. The input data object di is the data collection composed of string variable a and integer variable b. For input reading, the input arc inscriptions of the transition T_Task_read require variable (a, b) . The values of variables a and b are produced and sent by the previous activities. After the transition reading, the transition provides data in the same manner as variables. The output data writing uses the data form reading state (p2) and transition T_Task_write needs the variable (a, b) in order for executing the task's operation and producing the data output. The inscription on the output arc comes from the Output data mapping and the task's operation. The expression (a, b+100) on the output arc means that variable a is used as an output, data a and the result of the predicate ''b+100'' will be evaluated. Then, both will be passed to variables a and c corresponding to the output object of the task. For Send and Receive task associated with the Message Flow, the message sending and receiving will be mimicked in one place, and the place type is created from the variables in the Message. Figure 8 . illustrates the CPN constructs and CPN ML of the BPMN Send task and Receive task. The place p_m in Figure 8. (c) is the place representing the message receiving the state that message msg {d} is ready for receiving. The data type of place is created from the message msg as the color set Type_msg, and the message value will be received to the task via the variable d on the input arc inscription of transition T_Task_read. In the transformation process, if the Input data or Output data object of the task is not present, the arc inscriptions in the CPN result in a type mismatch. 
Rule No. 4 (Gateway Transformation):
For the Data-based gateways transformation, the CPN mapping of the divergent gateway is derived from the BPMN gateway elements and their guard expression on the conditional flows. The conditional flow will be transformed into a CPN transition, and the guard expression will be mapped into the guard of the transition. Conversely, we do not consider the conditions of the conditional flows of the convergent gateways.
The Divergent exclusive gateway is transformed into a place that is the input place of many transitions. The condition on each conditional flow is mapped using the guard on corresponding transition. The type of each place must be the color set that enables the data values of the variables to pass through the gateway, including values of the variables used in a condition expression.
The Convergent exclusive gateway is transformed into the place joining the output arcs from many transitions. The data type of place must enable all data values of the variables passed from every sequence flow connected to the gateway. Figure 9 illustrates the transformation rule of the exclusive gateways The Divergent parallel gateway is transformed into the transition that splits the flow into many places. Since the parallel gateway does not have a condition on the conditional flows, the CPN transition of the condition is not present. Although the conditions on the outgoing flow do not need to be considered, the flow has to pass the data via the arc expression to its successors. Thus, the type of place must enable all values to pass through. In contrast, the Convergent parallel gateway is transformed into the transition to join many places and send the data to the output place. The data type of the output place must enable all data values of the variables passed from every sequence flow connecting to the convergent parallel gateway. The transformation rule of parallel gateway is shown in Figure 10 .
The construct of the Divergent inclusive gateway is the integration of the constructs of the parallel gateway and the exclusive gateway. The gateway must have the transition representing the negation of the guard. The Convergent inclusive gateway is mapped using the same constructs of the convergent parallel gateway. Figure 11 illustrates the transformation rule of the inclusive gateway.
To transform the Event-based gateways, their constructs are similar to those Data-based gateways. The transformation rules of Event-based gateways have two constructs.
1) The Divergent exclusive event-based gateway is transformed using the same constructs of the exclusive gateway, but the transitions representing the guard condition are replaced with the transitions of gateway's successor.
2) The Divergent parallel event-based gateway is mapped using the same constructs of the parallel gateway, whereas the Convergent exclusive event-based gateway is mapped using the same constructs of convergent exclusive gateway. Similarly, the Convergent parallel event-based gateway is mapped using the same constructs of convergent parallel gateway. The transformation rule of event-based gateway is shown in Figure 12 . The Complex gateway does not have a default semantic, the logic of the gateway should be defined by the modeler. Thus, we do not provide the transformation rule to transform it into CPN construct. However, the modeler should re-design it to other gateways before transforming.
Rule No. 5 (Exception Handling Transformation):
The Intermediate events attached to the boundary of the task are caused by triggers. An event may arise in either the input data reading or the output data writing state. We map a part of task by applying the third transformation rule. In the boundary event mapping, two transitions are used to represent such events, and these transitions are connected by the arcs. The variable and color sets of places are the data types of the event definition and the output of event specification. The construct of exception handling is shown in Figure 13 . The arc from the place p1 to transition T_Reading_E is occurrence of error event before reading of the task, whereas the arc from place p2 to transition T_Reading_W is the occurrence of error event before output data writing.
Rule No. 6 (Task With Multi Instance Or Loop Marker Transformation):
In BPMN design model, the additional behavior of the task is defined via task's attributes. There are two types of task behavior. 6.1) Multi-instance marker is the instances of task that may be executed in Parallel or Sequential, for which the number of instances is an attribute specifying with a constant or data driven setup that can be used. Figure 14 illustrates the transformation rule of the task with parallel multiple instances. The behavior of the task in Figure 14 . (a) is equivalent to the task in Figure 14. (b) . Figure 14 . (c) shows that the task is transformed using the rule of the task transformation. The example shows two instances of the task. The task CPN construct is duplicated into two paths (1 and n defined in the brackets are the instance number of CPN elements). Both paths are designed for branching by the transition T_Task_fins representing the beginning of all instances simultaneously, and these instances will be connected by a transition T_Task_jins showing all instances that are executed already and synchronized.
6.2) Loop marker of the task can be combined with Task type to describe the task that is continually repeated until a certain condition is reached. To set up the task property specification, the loop types can be defined in two types composed of Test time before (while-do loop) and Test time after (do-until loop). Figure 15 . shows the example of the transformation rule of task with do-until loop marker. The task is transformed using the rule of task transformation and two transitions with condition [k>10] and [k<=10], which are the loop condition. The place p5 is the input place of the transition T_task_read, which an initial token is the loop counter starting with 1.
Rule No. 7 (Connecting Elements Transformation):
The Sequence flow outgoing from the inclusive or exclusive gateway is mapped into a transition along with a guard condition. While the sequence flow connected between tasks or events is mapped into a transition. Such transitions are connected with input and output arcs.
The Message flow is mapped into a transition. The data sent from the input place to the output place is the same expression.
Rule No. 8 (Sub-Process Transformation):
The SubProcess is partitioned into BPMN partitions by the model partitioning step already. All BPMN elements in a partition are transformed using the transformation rules no. 1 to 6. Each partition will be represented as a sub-page of the parent process page, which is the hierarchical concept of CPN [12] .
Rule No. 9 (Cpn Constructs Concatenation): Our transformation rules are one-to-one transformation of BPMN elements. To integrate the CPN constructs, we concede the CPN constructs on the dashed line places.
Let CP1 = (P P 1, T T 1, A A 1, 1, V V 1, fC C 1, fG G 1, fE A 1 , fI I 1) and CP2 = (P P 2, T T 2, A A 2, 2, V V 2, fC C 2, fG G 2, fE A 2, fI I 2) be two CPN constructs derived from the BPMN transformation. Let p1 ∈ P P 1 be an output place of CP1 and p2 ∈ P P 2 be an input place of CP2.
The concatenation of CP1 and CP2 via the place p1 and p2 is the CPN model CPN = (P P C, T T C, A A C, C, V V C, fC C C, fG G C, fE A C, fI I C), where:
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT
In this section, we describe the overview of CP4PBMN tool and BPMN transformation procedure. The CP4PBMN contains the set of CPN-based application that has been developed as the Java application. The architecture of the application is shown as Figure 17 , and the transformation process is illustrated in Figure 18 .
A. CONFIGURATION
This functionality is used for setting up the XMI reader to read the BPMN elements, as well as the rules of partition and transformation.
B. BPMN PARTITION
The BPMN design model files are the input files, which are designed using Eclipse BPMN2 modeler. The BPMN process is partitioned using the partitioning rules. The output of this process is BPMN partitions, and each BPMN element includes the item definitions in an XSD file, which is collected for use in the transformation step.
C. BPMN TRANSFORMATION
The transformation functionality is responsible for mapping BPMN elements that persist as XMI format into CPN constructs. The collection of item definitions are read in order to create the color sets, and the variables are declared in CPN ML. After the BPMN transformation, CPN constructs are stored in the CPN constructs file. Figure 19 shows the screenshot of CP4BPMN tool that represents the CPN model in graphical view.
D. CPN EXPORT
To export the CPN file supporting the sate space analysis or simulation using CPN tools, the CPN model is created from the concatenation of CPN page, the size of the model depends on the size of each page, the number of pages and the structural arranging of CPN model. The designers can arrange the structure of CPN under the hierarchical concept of CPN. The CP4PBMN tool can export CPN models in XML-based representation of the Colored Petri nets and PNML file format, as well.
All elements in BPMN design model are stored in BPMN XMI format [1] , and it can be considered to be the execution graph. The element Event, Task, Input data object, Output VOLUME 6, 2018 Table 1 . Every elements will be used in the BPMN design model partitioning and transforming state respectively. Since the data type of variables declared in the BPMN design model and the primitive data type of color set in the CPN tool is different, we mapped the data types of BPMN design model into CPN color sets, as illustrated as Table 2 . To demonstrate our approach and the working of CP4PBMN tool, we assume that the modeler designs a BPMN design model using Eclipse BPMN2 modeler [19] .
This model is a process diagram of the inventory system, which is a new process that attempts to combine the existing functionalities together. The model will be applied to the related departments, such as Procurement, Marketing and Finance. We are interested in finding the deadlock, unreachable task and the undesirable behaviors that cause the mismatch of model and specifications. Before the transformation of BPMN design model, the modelers can set up the system parameters regarding the elements extraction and model pre-processing. When the files of BPMN design model and XSD are loaded into CP4BPMN tool, the elements in BPMN design model are retrieved as shown in Figure 20 . Next, the model is partitioned and transformed into the CPN model shown in Figure 21 . Each BPMN transformation is recorded in the transformation logs for debugging purposes. The example only shows the verification of the bottomup approach. The designers can generate the state space by choosing the individual CPN pages. The CPN sub-page M2-1 must be passed the properties checking before page M2. After sub-page M2-1 is passed, it will be reduced into one CPN transition representing the black box behavior called the substitute transition. Next, the modelers will be able to verify page M1, M2 and M3 independently. They can either check it one by one or do it all at once. The integration of all pages in the last step is checking the large scale of the model.
We tested CP4BPMN on a set of models [20] together with the examples shown in Figure 20 . The result of applying the CP4BPMN to those model is shown in Table 3 . The basic criteria for checking a completeness of CPN models is that all CPN elements in the same CPN page must have the paths to each other, and the inscriptions of CPN model have to be consistent with the expression of BPMN model. If the model is a hierarchical structure, the sub-pages are automatically determined to be the substitution transitions by CP4BPMN. We validate the result of CPN models by importing them into the CPN tools using the difference of hierarchical structures and initial markings. The state space generation is conducted on a personal computer with 8 GB RAM. Table 4 shows the state space generation statistics of CPN model in Figure 21 . According to the result of the experiment, the hierarchical CPN models allow the creation of large models using small number of nets which is easily represented and investigated. The standard report of each state space construction shows the information regarding the behavioral properties such as the size of state space, time used, dead marking and home marking. The home markings of CPN model have to correlate with the end event of BPMN design model. This indicates that the End event of BPMN design model is able to be reached from the Start event. We also investigate whether the CPN model has certain specific properties or not. The specific queries are manually created from the requirement specifications. The example of query to explore the state space is shown as Figure 22 . The excerpt requirement specifications of the inventory system are as follows.
Requirement 1: If the requester is a new vender, the JDA code generator must generate a unique JDA code for such vender (JDA code is the identification number of the vender who are the member of the department store).
Requirement 2: The FAST account code and Authorization code are the mandatory data for activating all GL interfaces of new JDA account. The activation process must be executed when the both data are ready.
Requirement 3: If the requester requests the service to adjust the product information, the inventory system must trigger the acceptance web service, and flush the adjustment data to the core inventory system. Requirement 4: In case of JDA code is null. It indicates that the vendor is the temporary JDA account. The system must reject and send the adjustment data to the core inventory system for manual adjustment. In our experiments, we observed that the CPN constructs and the data composed of the colored sets, arc inscriptions, and guard conditions of transition are automated and checked by the transparent processes of CP4BPMN. It reduces the time consumption to create the CPN models.
We can validate the concurrent execution of CPN models while it does not work with the BPMN design model. Another advantage of the techniques for the analytical stage is that the resulting CPN models are easily analyzed because the submodels of the inventory system can be selected to generate a state space arbitrarily. It enables us to hide some sub-model for reducing the size of nets and state space. It can be observed that the state space reduction is prominent statics when the sub-page M2 or M2-1 is determined as a substitute transition. Moreover, we are also able to use the capability of verification tools to generate and explore the state space as if the CPN models are made of CPN tools. As the specific queries, the inventory system is unsatisfied the second requirement because the Map code is added to the BPMN design model for new JDA account activation process but the requirements of this process requires only FAST account code and Authorization code, including the data input of the process of the previous task is without the Mapping code resulted in the unreachable transition of the Activate GL interfaces.
V. RELATED WORK
Many methods found in the literature were proposed in order to handle the problems of BPMN design model verification by using the Petri net approach. Dijkman et al. [10] provided the formal semantic of BPMN model in terms of a mapping to Petri net models. The authors focused on the control flow perspective, but the mapping rules do not cover the data perspective and organizational feature. Kheldoun et al. [11] provided the formal semantics of BPMN using Petri net based language named as ECATNets. This paper considers a subprocess, multiple instance, exception handling and data flow in BPMN designs. Although data objects were mapped into a part of task constraints, the authors do not consider the data values of actual situations. Rachidi et al. [21] proposed the liveness and reachability verification of BPMN models in the time concept. A formal mapping was provided in terms of transforming BPMN into Time Petri Nets (TPN), and they provided the algorithm for reachability checking. The main objective of this paper is to detect the control flow anomalies, but the mapping rules do not cover the data causes.
Ibrahim [22] provided the formal semantic for mapping BPMN models onto CPN models. This paper proposed the mapping rules for checking the flaws of the control flow, which were focused on the data value evaluated on the control flows but do not consider the input and output data of the tasks. The obtained model must be transformed again into XML based format of CPN tools in order to use CPN tools capability. Ramadan et al. [23] provided the formal mapping of BPMN design model into CPN model. The mapping rules cover the activity specifications of BPMN design model composed with loop, sub-process and transaction behaviors. The tasks properties were used to determine place. However, the authors do not detail the color set transformation, handle the complexity of BPMN process and not provide an automated transformation tool. Ou-Yang and Lin [24] proposed the petri-net-based approach to find the deadlock and the infinite loops in BPMN process. The technique is the transformation tool of the BPMN design model into the modified BPEL4WS representation and XML-based representation of colored Petri nets for CPN tools, respectively, whereas the proposed technique does not address the data flow aspect and the paper illustrates only simple BPMN construct.
Stackelberg et al. [25] provided the way to detect the data flow errors in BPMN process diagram using Petri net approach. This paper proposed the transformation rules into Petri net, anti-patterns representing data-flow errors and how to verify BPMN mode using model checker LoLA which is the state space generator for Petri net model. Although this paper was focused on the error detection in BPMN data flow, the data flow described in an abstract model does not represent the actual data. In [26] provided the methodology to detect data anomalies in BPMN design models using Petri nets. This paper describes an abstract model creation with the data flow and control flow aspects, but the data flow representation is not the actual data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Formal verification requires an abstract model to check the desirable properties using the model checking tools. However, the model abstraction from the BPMN design model is a complicated procedure for designers, especially in largescale process design. We provide a transformation tool named CP4PBMN for mapping the BPMN design model onto a corresponding CPN. This tool helps the modelers, business analysts, and designers who are not familiar with CPN ML and reduces the time to model the CPN model. CP4PBMN can transform the BPMN design model and export the result of a CPN model supporting the hierarchical concept of CPN. However, the guard conditions and task operation of BPMN design models are the straightforward mapping into an arc inscription in the CPN model. Thus, the logic expressions in BPMN must conform to CPN ML syntax.
The limitation of this work is that the BPMN partitioning technique does not support the unstructured BPMN design model. Another is the result of CPN models since the data and control flow in the CPN model are passed along in the same arc. There is the potential for the copies of the same data to perform the same task (parallel execution). Thus, the designer should modify the task logic to choose the correct data version.
For state space analysis, the state space generator of the CPN tools can store the state space maximum 200 thousand nodes and 2 million arcs. This generator is not sufficient for verifying the model that has a variety of the variables in large design model. Our ongoing work is directed towards to build the state space generator that can store the state space in the secondary storage as much as possible and we would extend the transformation rules supporting the unstructured model, Transaction and compensation handling.
